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Tomorrow is coming whether you’re ready or not.In Darkness, Delight: Fear the Future delivers

twenty-two strikingly original tales of terror from Bram Stoker Award®-winners, bestselling

authors, genre stalwarts and rising stars.Includes Emmy-winning, New York Times bestselling

author and world-famous magician Penn Jillette’s delightfully wicked short story “The Pain

Addict,” which was adapted for a hit sci-fi anthology television series and is available here

exclusively for the first time in book format.Be warned: these are not science fiction stories with

a dash of dread. These are visions of the horrifying futures that await us

all.Featuring:“Airborne,” by Lisa Morton“Err,” by Michael Laimo“Daddy's Girl,” by Ben

Eads“Husk,” by Marshall J Moore“We Have Names, Too,” by Michelle Muenzler“The Haunting

of Asteroid H111,” by Van Aaron Hughes“Shoulda Read the Fine Print,” Blanche by Ben

Lawrence“Transference,” by Jenn Hopkins“Game Over,” by Andrew Lennon“Schroedinger's

Head,” by Joanna Koch“Locusts,” by Dominick Cancilla“The Pain Addict,” by Penn Jillette“The

Sluggie Rebellion,” by William Meikle“Noise,” by Max Booth III“Seeking Harmony with the

Infinite,” by Evans Light“Billy Campbell's Bones,” by Jason Washer“Survival is an Act of

Selfishness,” by Frank Oreto“Boxed In,” by CS Mergo“What It Takes,” by Phil

Sloman“Neuroworm,” by Tim Curran“And the Winner is...,” by Sheldon Higdon“If I Drive Before I

Wake,” by Eric J Guignard

“[A] taut, expressive page-turner ... [with] twists and turns that will have readers riveted. With

just the right amount of emotional drive, Billingsley’s latest is an expert foray into romantic

suspense that will impress her longtime fans and earn her plenty of new ones.”—Publishers

Weekly, Starred Review“Billingsley's second-chance tale of romantic suspense offers fast-

paced fun and a cascade of surprises as Shannon and Jay try to come to terms with the

mistakes they've made in the marriage and discover how to move forward while fighting for

their lives.”—Booklist “Best-selling author Billingsley’s (More to Life) first foray into the romantic

suspense genre is an absolute thrill ride. The plot builds slowly, but gains momentum the

minute the Lovejoys go on the run. While there’s pulse-pounding action, the emphasis remains

on the couple’s emotional development. Overall, an exciting entry from an author with legions

of fans.”—Library JournalAbout the AuthorReShonda Tate Billingsley’s #1 nationally bestselling

novels include Let the Church Say Amen, I Know I’ve Been Changed, and Say Amen, Again,

winner of the NAACP Image Award for Outstanding Literary Work. Her collaboration with

Victoria Christopher Murray has produced four hit novels, Sinners & Saints, Friends & Foes, A

Blessing & a Curse, and Fortune & Fame. BET released a movie in 2013 based on

ReShonda’s book Let the Church Say Amen in which she had a minor role. She also had a role

in the made-for-TV movie The Secret She Kept based on her book of the same title. Visit

ReShondaTateBillingsley.com, meet the author on Facebook at ReShondaTateBillingsley, or

follow her on Twitter @ReShondaT.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights

reserved.Chapter One oneMy life was a lie. One of those whoppers that should’ve been a

special at Burger King.But my best friend/producer was once again reminding me that I was

being paid extremely well for this lie. Nicole Dunbar had been the producer of our hit radio

show, Love with the Lovejoys, since my husband, Jay, and I had started it two years ago. That,

coupled with the fact that we’d been best friends since our days at Howard University, gave her

a front-row seat to the problems in my marriage. In fact, it was Nicole who had told me from the



very beginning that the charming personality I found so endearing back when Jay and I first

met would one day aggravate me to no end.Truer words have never been uttered.“I bet it was

one of those women he was always flirting with,” I muttered as I paced back and forth in the

holding room. We were in the conference room at the newly remodeled Buccaneer Hotel,

preparing for a weeklong retreat that I had no desire to be a part of. Granted, I’d been gung-ho

when the organizers first pitched this retreat to us, billed as a one-of-a-kind event at which

attendees could reconnect and rediscover love. Jay and I were set to be keynote speakers and

lead several workshops in intimate settings. I’d been excited about it. But that was before I

knew that my husband was a cheating bastard.Before I knew my marriage was a whopper of a

lie.“Come on, don’t go down that road. You’re going to work yourself up into a tizzy,” Nicole said.

She was sitting at a table, reviewing some of the logistical paperwork for the conference.“I just

don’t want to see him,” I finally admitted, walking over to the window to gaze out at the beautiful

scenery.“It’s not that hard,” Nicole replied.That was easy for her to say. Her “for better” wasn’t at

its worst.I turned to face my friend. “Seven years, Nicole,” I said. “Jay threw away seven years

and a lucrative career over some woman, but I’m supposed to just smile like everything is

okay.” I grabbed a small bottled water from the ice bucket before resuming my pacing.She put

her pen down and gave me her undivided attention. “Yes. When you’re getting paid a half-

million dollars, yes, you smile like you guys are…” She paused, like she was thinking. “Um…”I

flicked my hand in exasperation. “Exactly. You can’t name one married couple as an example of

amazing love.”She snapped her fingers. “Like Barack and Michelle.”I rolled my eyes. “Girl, Jay

can’t carry Barack’s water.”“Tell that to someone who doesn’t know how in love with him you

are,” she said.“Were. Past tense.” I gulped the water and tossed the empty bottle. I didn’t know

if it was my nerves that had me feeling dehydrated or if I was just that thirsty.Nicole waved me

off. “Look, we do not have time to rehash the infidelity of Jay Lovejoy. You agreed to do this

conference, more than three thousand people are registered, and we have a contract to

uphold. Now, they want a happy couple: we need to deliver a happy couple to them.”I watched

as a large truck backed up to the loading dock. They were no doubt bringing items for the

retreat.“Shan, you can do this,” Nicole said.I knew my best friend was right. It had been five

weeks since I’d discovered my husband was having an affair. It had been the most difficult

thing I’d ever endured. Everyone around us was concerned about the Lovejoy franchise—the

syndicated radio show, the bestselling books, the hundreds of thousands of social media

followers—everything that made us what Essence magazine called “The Couple of the

Century.” We’d built our Lovejoy brand on how in love we were. How we’d managed to have it

all and keep the love and the joy alive in our relationship. And it was all a lie. In this moment, in

this space, in this heartache, I didn’t care about any of that. I only wanted to repair the hole that

was now in my heart.I’d made Jay move out the day that I’d discovered the affair, and the plan

had been to cut him out of my life. But that was proving much harder than I’d ever

imagined.Nicole eased up behind me and rubbed my back. “Shannon, you have been kicking

butt and taking names since I met you our freshman year of college. This is just another

obstacle that you will overcome.”That brought a slight smile to my face. “Yeah, Howard wasn’t

ready for me.” I was one of those overachieving students who was a student leader and a

straight-A student my first semester on campus.“Exactly,” Nicole said. “So I need you to

summon up that same strength, put on your game face, and do this.”My shoulders slumped as

I stared outside. This really was a beautiful place.When I didn’t move, Nicole came around in

front of me. Her eyes bore into mine, like she was trying to use X-ray vision to see into my soul

—and the real reason I didn’t want to be here.“You didn’t talk to him, did you?” she

asked.When I didn’t answer, she sighed. “I thought you guys met to talk so this wouldn’t be the



first time you’d seen each other in the past month.”“I didn’t go.”“What?” Nicole exclaimed.I

looked down. When I looked up, my eyes were misty. Nicole was the only one I allowed to see

my vulnerable side. With her, I didn’t need to pretend. With her, I could show how much Jay’s

betrayal really hurt.“I didn’t want to see him.” I swallowed the lump in my throat. “I wasn’t ready

to see him.” The day that I’d confronted Jay—and he’d confessed—I’d put him out. And

although he’d tried multiple times to talk to me about it, I’d told him I had nothing to say. He’d

admitted it. A “why” didn’t matter. And since he wouldn’t give me details, there was no need to

talk.I expected Nicole to put on her producer hat and chastise me, but she stayed in best-friend

mode.“Awww, sweetie, I get it.” She patted the tear that had managed to seep out. “But no

more running. You have to face him now. Get through this retreat, finalize the divorce, and then

pick up the pieces of your life.”I sighed. Nicole was right. I needed to just release this fear and

face my soon-to-be ex. “Fine, but don’t expect me to be nice,” I said.“No, ma’am,” Nicole said.

“You can’t walk around here all week acting all funky and wearing an attitude on your shoulder.

Remember, Quincy said we have to give the people what they came for.”I huffed. “I’m sorry. I’m

not a skilled liar like Jay. It’s not easy for me to pretend like my soon-to-be ex-husband is the

greatest thing since sliced bread, especially when I know that he’s not.”The door to the

greenroom opened and Tara, the conference coordinator, walked in.“Good afternoon, Mrs.

Lovejoy. Welcome to the Virgin Islands. How was your flight?” Tara asked.“Hi, Tara. It was fine.”

I managed a smile.Tara handed me an envelope. “Wonderful. I have both you and Mr. Lovejoy

checked into the presidential suite. Your bags will be delivered up to your room when they

arrive.”“Tara, umm…” I weighed how to get my next statement out. Aside from Nicole and

Quincy, no one knew anything about my problems with Jay, and separate rooms would only

fuel speculation. But I couldn’t bear the thought of spending the whole week in the same room

as him. “I was just wondering if… you thought… well, is there any way to get Jay a separate

room? It’s just… we need…” I couldn’t even think of a good lie. I stopped as Nicole waved her

hand.“Tara, if you don’t mind, let me talk with Shannon, please?” Nicole said.Tara looked

confused. “Well, ummm, do you want me to try to get another room?” she asked me. “That

might be difficult, but, um, I… I can see what I can do.”Nicole shook her head, answering for

me. “That won’t be necessary.” She chuckled. “Jay has a horrible snoring problem and Dr.

Shannon was joking about wanting to get a good night’s sleep. If you can just make sure their

bags get taken up, that would be great.”Tara nodded before scurrying off. I groaned as I glared

at my friend. Nicole glared right back. “I thought you were going to behave yourself,” she said.“I

am. But that doesn’t mean I have to stay in the room with him the whole week.” I knew I was

acting like a pouty brat, but I was hurting, and the fact that I had to mask that pain only

exacerbated the problem.“Number one, the hotel is booked to capacity,” Nicole said. “Trying to

find another room would be nearly impossible. Not to mention, it would raise a lot of eyebrows.”

She held up two fingers. “Number two, the suite you’re in has two bedrooms. Just put him in

one and you take the other. And number three, and most important, I thought we had this

discussion before we left D.C. There is too much at stake here. You’ve got hundreds of

thousands of dollars on the line here, and unless you’re prepared to write a check to pay the

Family First Foundation, I suggest you get to faking it.”I folded my arms across my chest as I

stared out the window. Jay had arrived and had barely stepped out of the SUV when he was

swarmed by women. My husband was a popular nineties R&B singer who had retained a loyal

following. I watched the way they were swooning, jockeying for position near him. And as usual,

Jay was being charismatic and had the women giggling like schoolgirls. I saw him laughing with

a group of them by the front door. “It’s going to take a whole lot more than faking it,” I said,

watching as some woman seductively touched Jay’s chest. “It’s going to take an Academy



Award–winning performance to make it through this week.”Nicole glanced out at Jay, then back

at me. “Then I suggest you get to acting, Viola.”--This text refers to the mass_market

edition.Read more
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Morton“The virus,” Jacob said, “is airborne.”Billie looked up into the downtown Los Angeles sky,

as if she could see the contagion drifting like dust between the concrete towers.Jacob

laughed.“It’s not visible, but it’s there.”“How do you know?”“Because our lives are so fucked up.

Let me show you something.” They paused in front of a boarded-up souvenir store while Jacob

pulled his phone out of a back pocket, swiped to unlock it, and held it up before his friend.

Squinting, Billie saw nothing unusual, just a typical screen full of icons.“So?” she asked“I didn’t

actually install any of those.” Jacob examined the screen critically before adding, “Well, maybe

two I recognize. Yeah, I downloaded those two.”“The rest . . . what, just installed

themselves?”Jacob shook his furry head frantically, long beard waving back and forth. “Oh no, I

installed them. I just don’t remember doing it. That’s what the virus—or whatever it is—makes

us do.”“How do you know all of this?”“Research. Talking to people. Something big is happening,

something that goes even beyond the forgetting. Almost like . . . ” He paused, and Billie

recognized the mode Jacob went into when ideas were colliding like charged ions in his skull.

“Like the forgetting is deliberately covering something else.”Billie shook her head. “I don’t know,

Jacob, this all sounds pretty out there. I mean, I’m not forgetting anything.”He stopped walking

and looked down at her. “At breakfast you acted like you didn’t know who Jo was.”Billie

searched her memory. “Joe . . . I mean, I know there’s a guy who works at my usual morning

coffee shop named Joe . . . ”“Jo is your wife.”Billie blurted out, “My what?” She had no memory

of being married. “That’s ridiculous. If I was married I’d have a—” She broke off as she raised

her left hand and saw the wedding ring.Panic jolted her, but then an image of a woman’s

smiling face, her hair unkempt in morning sunlight, her hand on Billie’s skin, appeared in her

mind’s eye, along with a name: Jo. Her wife of two years, the woman she’d met in front of the

Mythology section in a used bookstore; they’d bonded instantly over shared knowledge of

goddess folklore, had their first date in a week, moved in together three months later, and

married at the end of the year.How could she have forgotten Jo, even for a second? Her throat

closed up. Jacob saw his friend struggling and placed a comforting hand on her back,

steadying her. “It’s okay, it’s not you—it’s this thing in the air, this virus.”“I don’t understand,”



Billie said between gulps of air, “how could a virus do that?”“I think it’s been engineered. Maybe

by the government—ours or somebody else’s, I don’t know . . . I’m not even sure it is a

virus.”Billie ran facts through her head: the people she loved, where she lived, her childhood,

her job . . . it was all there. She felt some small relief as the world seemed to slowly right itself

again.They resumed walking along the dirty sidewalk. Sunday morning in this part of downtown

L.A. was relatively quiet, with little traffic and light noise. Jacob had found a small diner buried

on a side street that seemed to have been there for decades, and he often invited Billie and Jo

to join him there on Sunday mornings. Billie remembered Jo had declined today; she had to

grade papers for her senior AP English class. “But,” Jo had said as she’d kissed Billie, “you and

your BFF deserve some time together.”“You’re my BFF,” Billie said.“But I didn’t grow up with

you. That’s where I really envy Jacob.”Billie thought it was lucky on Jo’s part that she’d missed

the spectacularly oily cheese omelet; it had been tempting to wring it in some napkins before

taking a bite.“Here’s the thing,” Jacob said, as they turned a corner, heading away from the

busy area around Broadway and skirting Skid Row on the way to the parking structure where

Jacob had left his car, “I’ve talked to a lot of people about this and I think it’s affecting everyone.

Most of the time the memories come back, but . . . if they didn’t, would we even know?”“Fuck,”

Billie muttered. “If this is so big, why hasn’t it been in the news?”Jacob responded, “How do

you know it hasn’t?”They came to the mouth of an alley, which in this part of downtown usually

meant another homeless encampment. Billie steeled herself to be confronted by the grim

reality of someone else’s failure; the tents, the shopping carts, the desperation always left her

feeling somehow inadequate, as if their circumstances were her fault. As they stepped down

from the curb and over the reeking gutter, preparing to cross to the opposite sidewalk, she

risked a glance down the alley.Instead of the line of blue tents and plastic bags, there was

something in the alley, filling it from side to side and bulging up several stories, an opaque

black mass that appeared to be in motion, although it was weirdly hard to look at, like trying to

stare hard at something caught in peripheral vision. Although Billie couldn’t directly see it, she

saw that it hovered over a man’s body—or rather, his remains, because the body was covered

in red and missing parts. The air filled with a rank odor Billie couldn’t identify, somewhere

between burning hair and melting plastic; a tingling sensation ran over her skin.She was dimly

aware of Jacob beside her, fumbling with his phone until the shadow in the alley shifted and

Billie somehow knew it was now focused on them. Then Jacob’s hand was on her arm, pulling

her away until they ran. She let him lead her, not looking back, hoping that whatever they’d just

seen wouldn’t or couldn’t follow, when they finally reached the parking garage and Jacob’s car.

As he fumbled for his keys, they both gasped for air.“What the fuck was that?” Billie said.“I

don’t . . . ” Jacob, still panting, looked down and realized he still held his phone.“Did you video

that?” Billie asked.After a few seconds, Jacob looked up, confused. “Did I video what?”“The . . .

” Billie broke off, realizing she had no idea what she’d been about to say.***Monday night, the

text came from Jacob: Check out attached video.Billie watched. The video on her phone began

with a scene she could only assume came from a horror movie she didn’t know: some sort of

swirling black mass—more like a hole in the image than something material captured in pixels.

It hovered above a mutilated corpse, sometimes covering it, and when it pulled back the body

had been further ravaged . . . or consumed. The camerawork was shaky, making it hard for Billy

to pick out specifics. After ten seconds, whoever was filming turned and ran; a minute of a

frantic, rushing shot led to a parking structure, where the movie ended.What is this from? Billie

texted.Did you listen to the sound?She ran the clip again, this time just listening. There were

distant city noises, an indefinable buzz, the wet sounds of dismemberment, and voices crying

out.What about the sound?Jacob responded, Use buds or speaker & turn it up.Okay. Billie dug



ear buds out of her purse, plugged them in, turned up the volume and replayed the movie. She

listened for a few seconds before she realized: one of the voices sounded like her; the other,

Jacob. She stopped the replay, ran it back a few seconds, strained her ears, felt dread,

impossible recognition.Fuckin’ freaky—sounds like us.It IS us, Jacob wrote back.How could it

be? We haven’t seen anything like that.“Hon—?”Billie jumped as Jo walked up behind her.

“Whoa, sorry—hey, are you okay?”“Yeah, I . . . Jacob just showed me a weird video is all. Kinda

spooked me, I guess.”Jo peered over Billie’s shoulder and grimaced as the movie replayed.

“Eww. That is creepy. What is it?”“We’re not sure.”Gotta run. Later, Billie sent to Jacob before

putting away her phone.“I love Jacob, but he’s seriously into some weird shit,” Jo said, as she

led Billie into the living room for dinner. Billie, however, barely noticed as Jo handed her a plate

and turned the television on.It was us.***Friday night, the three met for dinner at a cafe Jo had

picked out. It specialized in dishes prepared with plant-based meat, leaving the carnivorous

Jacob dismayed. He finally settled on a faux cheeseburger.After the waiter had taken their

orders, Jacob said, “I wanna show you something.” He reached into his messenger bag and

pulled out a spiral bound notebook. As he riffled the pages, Billie saw that it was filled with

Jacob’s jagged handwriting, broken up by dates.“What’s that?” Jo asked.“This is a journal I

started keeping two weeks ago.”Billie looked at her friend and laughed. “When have you ever

journaled before?”“This isn’t some ‘get in touch with your inner child’ bullshit. I started keeping

this because . . . well, something is fucking with our memories.”Billie and Jo both waited, their

silence uncomfortable. Jacob opened the notebook to one of the last pages. “For example,

here’s an entry I wrote yesterday: ‘Shitty day at work. Rico went off on a prospective client, cost

us what might have been a nice account. At this point not sure how this company can survive.”

He stopped reading and looked up. “Here’s the thing: I don’t remember that.”“But,” Jo asked,

“didn’t you just say it happened yesterday?”Jacob held the journal up. “That’s what it says

here.”Billie said, “Do you remember work yesterday at all?”He thought for a moment before

answering. “I remember arriving in the morning. I’ve been working on a new logo for a shoe

company, and I remember working on that. But . . . I couldn’t tell you what happened after

lunch.” He set the journal down and opened it again. “Now listen to this one from four days ago:

‘Mom called tonight, really upset and crying. Said she was driving around the back of the

grocery store heading for the exit when she saw a dead body back there by the trash bins. She

said it was bloody and it looked like it had been chewed on. She stopped and called 911, had

to wait until the police arrived and took her name and number.’“ He closed the notebook and

looked up.“You don’t remember that?” Billie said.“Not only do I not remember it, but neither

does Mom. She thought I was crazy when I called her to ask about it today.”Jo shot Billie a look

full of both concern and warning.Billie turned to Jacob. “Dude . . . what are you trying to

say?”“I’m not the only one who thinks something’s going on. I was cruising the ‘net today, saw

other people talking about weird shit happening. Here’s the creepiest part: remember that

video I sent you the other night, the one I found on my phone and couldn’t identify?”“What

video?”Jacob bit back a groan of frustration, pulled out his phone, held it up before the two

women, who squinted at the image of some moving black mass hovering above a half-eaten

body. “What the fuck is that?” Jo murmured.“It’s something I sent Billie a few nights ago.”

Nodding at Billie’s purse, he continued, “Check your phone if you don’t believe me.”Billie pulled

her phone out. Jacob and Jo waited as she scrolled through recent texts until she stopped. She

held the phone up, showing the same video. “It’s here.”“Why wouldn’t you remember watching

that?” Jo asked.“I don’t . . . ” Billie had to swallow before she could speak again. Turning to Jo,

she said, “I probably showed it to you, too.”“But I . . . ” Jo leaned back in her chair, considering

silently.“Whatever it is,” Jacob said, “I’m not the only one. Lots of people are finding stuff like



this on their phones they can’t remember. Something is making us forget.”“Like what?” Billie

asked.“I don’t know. Maybe it’s a virus, in the air. Maybe it’s a signal, coming through our

phones. Maybe it’s an invisible gas, or . . . I don’t know. I just know I’m scared.”***Billie woke up

gasping that night, grabbed her phone to check the time: 3:27 a.m.She lay back in the bed,

thinking about what had jarred her awake. A dream: she was here in bed, dozing, when she felt

something like sparks flying around her. She opened her eyes—in the dream—and at first

didn’t see anything unusual: their dark bedroom, the same streetlight barely visible through the

window blinds, Jo asleep beside her, breathing even and soft.Then Billie saw it: a darker mass

forming in a corner of the room, growing as she watched, black tendrils forming out of a central

shadow.Black tendrils reaching toward her.Unable to move, a part of her was aware enough to

remember the phrase “sleep paralysis” which she’d never before experienced. She could only

lay there, feeling her heart thumping staccato beats, seeing something she couldn’t explain

coming closer, the air electrified, knowing all along that what she saw was malevolent, that it

would kill them if it reached them, that it—She broke the paralysis and sat up, shouting.Jo

awoke.The thing vanished.“What happened?” Jo said, looking around the room, seeing

nothing.“Bad dream,” Billie said, as she fell back into her wife’s arms.Jo’s breath against her

neck was reassuring. “It’s that crazy shit Jacob’s filling our heads with.”But Billie didn’t think it

was crazy. She wondered if she’d even remember it in the morning.***She didn’t. Not even

when Jo, over coffee, held up her tablet to show Billie the news site headline: Search is On for

Hundreds Missing.***Sunday morning, Jacob drove Billie to the diner he loved. On the outskirts

of downtown L.A., he pulled over next to an empty parking lot strewn with trash. “Remember

this place?”“Why?”“What was here last time we drove by it?”Billie looked at a yellow vinyl tent,

collapsed like a broken-legged animal, surrounded by jumbled piles of bottles and bags. “A

homeless camp. We even talked about it. Did the city clear them out?”Jacob shook his head,

staring at the trash. “I don’t think so.” He got out of the car. Billie followed reluctantly as he

strode toward the strewn asphalt.“Then . . . what happened to them?”Jacob kicked at an empty

can then peered up at the downtown skyline. “I think a lot of people have gone missing lately.

Mainly a lot of people who were already on the edges, the outsiders, so it takes us a little

longer to realize they’re gone. Like maybe something is slowly working its way inward, or

maybe these are just the results of . . . scouting expeditions. It takes the weakest, then makes

the rest of us forget about them.”Billie wanted to tell Jacob that sounded ridiculous, but . . . it

didn’t, it felt right. “Yeah,” she said, still clinging to logic and skepticism, “but if a lot of people

have suddenly gone missing, wouldn’t somebody else notice?”“They did.” Jacob reached into a

pocket and produced a sheet of folded paper, which he straightened out and offered to Billie. “I

screen-capped this yesterday.”Billie saw it was the front page of a local news site, bearing the

headline, “Search is On for Hundreds Missing.”She shook her head as she stared at the print-

out. “I read that site every day at lunch. I didn’t see this.”“No, you probably saw it and just don’t

remember it.”Billie looked closely at her friend, at this man she’d known since they’d been six

years old and her family had moved in across the street from his, at a man who ‘d convinced

her to do some extreme things over the years, who would shake with passion over injustices

both real and imagined.Jacob was shaking now. “Listen to me, Billie: something is killing us,

and it’s making us forget that it’s doing it.”“‘Something’? Like what?”“Like this . . . ” He held up

his phone and played the video he’d shown Billie before, the one of an impossible black cloud

eating a homeless man in an alley.Billie watched it again, feeling a cold presence swarm

through her—there was something familiar about it, as if she knew it, or had seen it

somewhere else . . .Jacob thumbed the video closed and swiped to open a browser. “Now, look

at this . . . ” He held the phone up to his friend, showing her a discussion forum. As he scrolled



through the screens, Billie saw posts, photos, videos, comments, all mentioning shadowy

forms which had caused people to disappear . . . and to forget.“That’s enough,” she said after a

few seconds. “So what is it?”“Some people think these are the shadow figures paranormal

investigators talk about. One scientist believes there’s been some sort of dimensional rift and

these things that should never have gotten into our world are crossing over, maybe picking us

off little by little in preparation for something bigger. Others believe the Feds created something

they couldn’t control, so they made this forgetting virus to try and cover their asses.” His voice

cracked in brittle laughter before he added, “Somebody suggested this was the personified

rage of the American middle class. Even I thought that sounded whack.”“Jacob, it all sounds

whack.” When she saw his expression, she quickly added, “I mean, I believe you that

something’s going on, but . . . ”She trailed off as she saw him staring down at something.

“What?” she asked.He didn’t answer, but had gone pale. She joined him—and cried out in

alarm when she saw the severed hand, mixed in with empty caps and paper wrappers as if it

was just so much trash.“What I really think,” Jacob finally said, “is that we are seriously

fucked.”***Three days later, Billie sat alone in her living room, late, Jo already in bed, when her

phone sounded; a video call was coming in from Jacob, no text this time but something live,

happening now. The screen lit up with his face, but he was in trouble—sweaty, pale, panting.

“Fuck, Billie,” he said, his voice low, “they’re here.”“Jacob, what . . . where are you?”“I found a

homeless camp down south and pulled up in my car to wait. Nothing happened last night, but

tonight . . . ” Billie realized, with unease rapidly mounting to terror, that her dear friend, her

smart, iron-willed, perpetually angry, beloved friend was crying, “ . . . fuck, it’s killing them

all.”He turned the phone to capture what he saw. His hold on the phone was jittery, the image

wobbling . . .But she could see figures running, hear screaming, loud enough to almost drown

out Jacob’s frantic gasping. And then a moving opacity against the night sky, blotting out the

city lights, descending on its prey, ripping them apart in crimson gouts.“Fuck, Jacob,” Billie

shouted, “get the fuck out of there NOW—”“People need to know,” he said, as the darkness

advanced, “they need to know this is happening, Billie, that this shit is—”The call went

dead.Billie screamed at her phone. Seconds later Jo was there, holding her as she trembled

and called Jacob’s name over and over.Her phone made a new sound. Billie shook Jo off to

stab a finger at an icon, hoping it was him, hoping that he would tell her he’d escaped, he was

fine . . . and the call was from him, but it was only a file. Jacob had sent a recording of the

video, and a document file of the journal he’d been keeping. Billie tried calling him back, but he

didn’t answer. He always answered when he saw her name on caller ID. She tried calling until

Jo made her stop. At that point she confirmed the video and the file had downloaded, then let

herself cry because she knew he was gone. She drank, and cried, and shook, and tried not to

imagine that whatever had killed Jacob would be coming for them all soon.***When she awoke,

Billie had a massive hangover. She wondered just how much she’d had to drink. Her head felt

like the anvil of a particularly angry blacksmith.She grabbed her phone to check the time,

cursed as she saw she was already late for work. Then something caught her eye on the

screen, and she checked recent activity. She saw several downloaded files from Jacob.She

wondered who Jacob was.But she watched the video and read the journal.***Two nights later,

Jo was late coming home from work. Jo always texted if she was going to be late. She hadn’t

texted, and she didn’t answer when Billie tried calling her.Billie checked local area news. There

were reports of accidents happening all over Los Angeles. Freeways were snarled. Police were

stretched thin. The mayor held a press conference, urging calm he plainly didn’t share.Panic

caught Billie in its chilled grip. Without thinking, she grabbed her keys and ran to the garage;

she would drive to Jo’s work, find her, bring her home, keep her safe—As she rushed into the



apartment building’s parking garage, she saw Jo’s car.Then she saw Jo.Her wife was sprawled

on the concrete floor near the car on her back, one arm outstretched, the other torn off just

below the elbow. Her knee-length cardigan, which Billie had gotten her for Christmas and that

Jo had nearly worn out, was sodden with blood, Jo’s eyes stared up wide in frozen horror.The

air was humming.Billie didn’t feel the concrete as she hit it, her knees having given away. She

didn’t hear herself screaming, or smell the copper tang of blood. She waited to be taken next—

wanted it, even—but it didn’t happen.No one heard her, or if they did—if anyone else was alive

nearby to hear her—they didn’t come. She was alone, with her wife’s dead body.Outsiders.

Less so, perhaps, than the others it had already taken, but it was working its way in. They were

the next step.Billie went silent as it filled her with itself. It didn’t form words, but she felt its

intent. It wanted this world. It wanted to feed and control. It used tactics and strategies. It was

powerful but cautious. It was also stronger than she was.No, she thought, I’ll fight. You’ve killed

what I love, and I’ll fight you to my last breath.She sensed it backing away, but she knew she

hadn’t won, at least not yet. For now it was enough that she hang onto the memory of Jo.She

would hang onto this memory.She would hang onto this . . .She would hang onto . . .She would

hang . . .She would . . .She . . .ERRMichael LaimoHenry Sellers strained to see the thin beam

of sunlight which somehow found a way through the near-permanent cloud cover of high noon.

It’s a sign, he convinced himself, turning to see June as she pored over the digital pamphlets

from Chroma-Key Splicing Technologies. Surely by now she’s got them memorized. Good thing

too. He wasn’t as optimistic as his wife.June looked at Henry with the same teary-eyed stare

he’d grown accustomed to over the years. Natural childbirth had been something they’d only

read about in the history books, yet the maternal instinct in her failed to abandon her, like

childbearing had all of earth’s females almost two hundred years ago.It had been coined “The

Great Spay”, a premature and wholly insensitive label which stuck despite the utter disregard it

had for all humans. There were dozens of other names for the event which had changed the

world nearly two hundred years ago—all of them familiar and no less terrifying—but The Great

Spay had come first and remained.June said, “Our three-year wait has finally ended. Are we

really doing this, Henry?”What choice did they have? Both he and June (well, all humans on

earth at this point) were ‘conceived’ synthetically through alternative DNA & RNA splicing,

epigenetics, genomic mechanisms, and dozens of other un-pronounceable techniques when

combined, single-handedly saved the human race.What remained of it.We can walk away

June. Just live out the rest of our lives together on some island in the Caribbean where the sun

is reported to shine nearly four hours a day.But Henry . . . our parents did it. So, we can

too.Chroma-Key Splicing Technologies, founded two centuries ago, had remained the only

corporation with the experience and technology to allow select couples to create their own

child. If it weren’t for Chroma-Key, Henry thought time and time again, humans would be extinct

by now. The private corporation appeared just two years after the skies had turned gray, with

much thanks from every God-fearing person (and future parent) on earth. But Henry had

always leaned more toward the conspiracy theories which abounded after every human female

born from that moment forward had no ovaries.Henry said, “Three years of tests, five years of

income. Having a successful child these days decimates every prospective parent’s everything.

Money, gone. Home, gone. I really hope this pays off, June.”“There’s no turning back

now.”Henry nodded, adding an uncertain smile. “He’ll be one of the world’s greatest

athletes.”“From your mouth to Chroma-Key’s ears.”There had been rumors of couples entering

the Chroma-Key facility never to be heard from again. Henry had searched the Key-Web for

endless hours, seeking information beyond the images of smiling babies under sun-filled skies;

although the sun seldomly broke through the dark skies anymore, it didn’t dissuade many



would-be parents. No one spoke up against Chroma-Key. Why would they? Chroma-Key is

God. Aside from the conspiracy theories, there are exactly zero negative opinions on Chroma-

Key anywhere. He contemplated this daily, knowing that somehow government and corporation

had become one and the same long before he was born. Chroma-Key’s headquarters and

labs, located throughout most of Washington Key (formerly Washington DC), remained a

mystery to most of the world, excluding those who worked and lived behind its iron

doors.Henry shrugged it off to propaganda (and perhaps a bit of denial), relying solely on the

millions of success stories from happy, smiling parents. He truly hoped that he and June would

be happy and smiling one day, too.“Do you have your Keyscanner?” June asked.Henry

revealed the three-inch platinum square in sleight-of-hand manner. “Our entire lives, right here.”

Full medical and DNA scans had been uploaded onto the gadget, background checks, whims

and ways, every second of their lives recorded from the day they were born until this very

moment by a chip implanted in their brains at ‘childbirth’. Only those life-recorded—a

prerequisite to which all prospective parents agreed on one of many dotted lines—would be

considered for in-home testing . . . and then there was three years of that.Their Keyscanner lit

up, vibrated.Their ride was here.***Three hours of near-empty highways led them onto the

snarled roads of Washington Key. Henry marveled at how so many self-driving vehicles

managed not to crash.“It’s said that nearly twenty percent of the country’s fifty-six million

people live in and around Washington Key,” June noted blankly, her mind elsewhere.Henry

nodded. They’d had this discussion before. “And half of those live inside Chroma-

Key.”“Building’s big enough.”It came into view long before they reached the city limit, towering

nearly two-thousand feet high, the top half perpetually buried in smog and cloud cover.

Thousands of mirrored windows adorned the mile-long face of the building, many more miles

of windowless structures trailing behind, connected by a series of magnetic tubes that

propelled the internal transportation system.Looks like a colossal millipede, Henry thought with

forced amusement, wondering if it would swallow them whole, never to spit them back out

again. Again, his mind ruminated over the rumor: of those entering the huge walls of Chroma-

Key, never to be heard from again. Was it choice, or something entirely different? Or perhaps

it’s just disinformation, propaganda? Maybe they were simply forgotten about after living out

the terms of their pregnancies under its monolithic roof? Given the NDAs every prospective

parent had to sign, the rumors would remain. What started as a drizzle turned into steady rain

as the vehicle pulled into one of dozens of entry garages lining a portion of the Chroma-Key

building. The huge room echoed and rebounded with sounds of numerous vehicles making

their arrival through adjacent entries. The doors to Henry and June’s vehicle slid up and they

were greeted by a towering bulk of a man in a black jumpsuit with a digital chest badge;

CKST73462 identified him as a member of the Chroma-Key security team. At first Henry

thought he (it) might be an android given the ocular implants which made his eyes glow slightly

purple, but he ultimately settled on human after hearing the man’s voice.“Keyscanners,

please.”Henry and June presented them. The guard scanned both with an infrared Key-eye

implanted in his meaty palm, then said, “Follow me.”There were other couples exiting their

vehicles and being escorted into far-away doors by larger-than-life security guards. Henry drew

in a deep breath, reached for June’s hand and gazed into her eyes. “Ready?”They followed

CKST73462 through a far-away door of their own, shadowing the silent guard through a series

of dark hallways illuminated by integrated monitors displaying images of happy-smiling parents

frolicking with toddlers in bright green pastures. Brightly lit cobalt arrows between the monitors

eventually pointed the way to a door labeled ‘Examination Room 1111’. The guard placed his

palm against the camera eye adjacent to the frame, granting them access. “A doctor will be



with you shortly.”The examination room glowed brightly with white tiles and fluorescent tubes

looping across the ceiling. Two flat padded tables before them were divided by a wall monitor lit

up with the image of a young, polished male face with eyes a bit too large to be human.

Android, Henry marveled, having read about how parts of Chroma-Key were run entirely by

humanoid robots. He never thought one would be performing the surgery on them.“Hello, I am

Doctor Blaine. Please remove your clothing and lay face up on the tables.” The articulate words

from the talking head were soft and monotone, albeit slightly off-human. Henry and June faced

each other, silently seeing no alternative but to comply.As they undressed, the doctor’s voice

continued. “This is your final exam. We will make certain there are no new health issues to be

concerned about. Once confirmed, we will begin the genetic extraction. All the variables you

have chosen will be knitted together to create your perfect child: height, weight, hues,

intelligence, creative abilities, everything you asked for on the completed and signed forms will

be added. You have a full record of what you ordered. Do you have any questions before we

begin?”June spoke up. “We’re worried about the risks involved . . . ”The head replied

immediately, as though on cue. “As with every Chroma-Key made child, there are slight risks.

However, our success rate is ninety-nine point-four percent, meaning there is a very good

chance your child will emerge exactly as ordered.“And the other point-six percent?” Henry

asked.“It is entirely possible that one or more traits will not surface as ordered. I see you

ordered blue eyes. There is always a slight chance —though unlikely—that your child, a

boy, may have different colored eyes. We like to say that we’ve perfected the process, but there

are sometimes surprises.”As soon as Henry heard the doctor say a boy, much of everything

else said went over his head. We ordered a boy. He’d convinced June to purchase strong

athletic abilities (which cost an extra five-hundred grand) and now Henry was imagining

cultivating these skills in Hecksher Park tossing baseballs and footballs to a blue-eyed, brown

haired eight year-old son who looked a bit like him and a bit like June.I want to give our child

something special . . . something our parents couldn’t afford to give us. We’re basic, June. Is

that what you want for our son?“Are you both ready?” the doctor asked, interrupting his

reverie.There was a moment’s hesitation before both Henry and June replied in unison,

“Yes.”“Please remain still.” A small circular compartment in the ceiling appeared and a gas

mask attached to a long tube emerged, winding snakelike to their faces. “You will be put into a

medically-induced coma for two days, during which we will extract the requested genes from

you both. These will be stitched in our lab and implanted into an artificial egg which will be

inserted into June’s womb. When you wake up, June, you will be pregnant.”Henry had many

questions, all of which dissipated as both masks swiftly adhered to their mouths as though

alive and hungry, bringing deep sweet blackness into their lives.***Henry dreamed of bright

flashes striking him like bullets in the dark, leaving echoes of pain on his body like week-old

bruises. Every movement he attempted was a numbed stagger that forced him down on all

fours after a few pained steps.He looked up. Happy-smiling mannequins surrounded him,

plastic parents donned in bright tourist florals cradling babies in pink plastic arms, each

newborn face a near-featureless oval perforated with tiny, dark, wrinkled gaps for eyes, nostrils,

mouths. The mannequins dropped their ghastly babies on the floor and watched as they

crawled all over Henry, whistling “daddy” through pinpoint mouths. More came, burying him like

ants on sugar, prodding with terrible clutching fingers and shrilling a discordant insect-like

chorus. Henry attempted a scream, but only matching whistles emerged from his fear-stricken

lips.“Henry? Henry?” The voice was June’s. “Are you okay?”Then, an unfamiliar female voice:

“Mr Sellers? Can you hear me?”Henry opened his eyes. First he saw June, sitting on the bed

alongside him. Then he gazed at the female android standing in the room with them, a top of



the line model nearly indistinguishable from the human counterpart it was designed to emulate.

Its sparkling green-grey eyes contemplated them with impassive regard, as though it had

someplace else to be.“Are you ready to see your new home?”Henry nodded. “Okay. Yes, of

course.” He looked at June, who was now smiling from ear-to-ear. “Wait . . . June . . . are you . . . 

”She nodded. “It worked. I’m pregnant.”***After a few hours of tests, where both Henry and

June were privately subjected to various scans and probes, they were reunited in another

exam room where the female android—dressed in the same silver jumpsuit Henry and June

had been provided—briefed them on their next steps.“It is time for you to see your new home.

Are you ready?” Before Henry and June could answer, the android added, “As you know, you

will live out the full term of your pregnancy here at Chroma-Key. During this time, you will be

monitored and provided with the nutrients and practices to ensure your child develops to

specification. Follow me.”Henry and June held hands as they followed the android down a long

hallway toward a protruding oval-shaped door. As they walked, the android continued its pre-

programmed pitch. “The Family Zone is filled with expectant parents like yourselves . . .. . .

happy-smiling couples . . .. . . all of whom are working toward bringing their own perfect child

into the Chroma-Key world.”Henry heard the whir of the magnetic transport pod as it

approached behind the oval doors. He took a deep breath as the doors glided open, offering

them access to a small windowless pod as white and neon-sterile as the examination room.

They entered and sat alongside one another; the android sat in the corner seat and closed its

eyes. A sign above the seat indicated it as an Android Charging Dock.The doors whooshed

closed and the magnetic transport pod took off, barely vibrating as it propelled them to another

part of the Chroma-Key headquarters. They rode in awkward silence, the android opening its

eyes one time in silent response to June’s only question: “How many people live in the Family

Zone?”Henry placed his hand on June’s belly, an attempt to offer some solace in this

seemingly tentative moment. Once the car slid to halt, the android opened its eyes and said,

“Welcome to the Chroma-Key Family Zone.Our new home . . .The doors slid open and revealed

their new neighborhood.Henry’s heart immediately filled his throat with uncertainty and fear. In

this moment, June squeezed his hand, but he couldn’t comfort her. He could only stare at the

awful sight before them.The space they stepped into was a massive grid of cookie-cutter

homes as far as the eye could see, each row bisected with gleaming white pathways. Far

above, a faux blue sky with little fluffy clouds cradled an incredibly unbelievable simulation of

the sun.Happy-smiling families under sun-filled skies . . . but there’s a problem here . . .All the

houses were transparent, entirely see-through for any nearby occupants to view. Each

diminutive structure was one floor, roughly four hundred square feet, three small rooms

constructed of thick, gleaming glass. As Henry and June slowly followed the silent android

down one of the six-foot wide paths, Henry plainly saw the couples inside the matching

domiciles. Some were seated on small beds with their hands in their laps, dark despondent

eyes quickly glimpsing Henry and June. Others were sleeping or eating, showering or

exercising. Every clothed person they saw wore the same silver jumpsuit, fitted to suit the

various terms of pregnancy or body sizes.Henry and June exchanged a worried glance. She

mouthed silently, “What is this?”“It’s your new home,” the female android replied, stopping in

front of an empty unit as clear and identical to those surrounding it. In the home to the right of

theirs, perhaps a dozen feet away, a young woman sat on the white floor in a yoga pose,

peering peripherally at Henry and June through dark eyes holding back tears. June offered a

little wave which the woman pretended not to see.The android placed its palm against a

scanner on the front wall of the empty dwelling, revealing an entranceway that appeared from

out of nowhere, like a miraculous hole in the clouds emitting a rare beam of sunlight. With a



wave of its arm, the android escorted them in, but remained behind as the glass wall

reappeared, enclosing Henry and June inside.“You will be provided with instructions on how to

proceed.” Henry and June watched uneasily as it paced down the hard white path, not knowing

this would be the last time they would have contact with anyone—or anything—from Chroma-

Key for the next nine months.***The Great Spay was, for all human understanding, a natural

event caught in an endless whirlwind of controversy for the last two centuries. Sixty-five years

after doctors discovered that no human female born had ovaries, natural childbirth had been

completely eradicated. The nameless woman to be the last female ever to give birth died a few

years later, with the last naturally born human passing away over eighty years ago.Chroma-Key

had been there to save humanity. Chroma-Key is still saving humanity. After a short welcome

message provided by an android’s image on their wall, Henry and June tried to communicate

with their neighbors but were largely ignored. The yoga neighbor who they’d watched

conquering positions despite being about six months along mouthed “I’m sorry” through tear-

filled eyes, and was rightly electrocuted through the floor. Her husband was also shocked and

released a pained howl of his own.Tears filled June’s eyes. “What are they all doing? Why

aren’t they looking at us? Why are we in glass houses? Why are they being hurt?” She had a

million questions and Henry had answers to none of them.They explored the domicile, three

rooms with zero privacy: bathroom with shower and toilet in crystal-clear view for all to see,

bedroom containing a full-sized mattress with barely standing room between it and the clear

walls surrounding it, a half dozen silver jumpsuits (like those being worn by every occupant of

every glass house) separated into two rows: male & female.“Please return to the living room,” a

female voice beckoned. Henry and June exited the bedroom to find a Chroma-Key logo

displayed on the wall of the main room. They sat on the small cushioned rectangle serving as a

couch in the main room and faced the integrated screen, mimicking those visible in adjacent

homes.“Henry . . . the other people . . . they’re all doing the same thing. Look.”Henry rose from

his seat, stepped to the front of the home and peered out at the house directly across the way.

He motioned to the couple with both hands; as he did so, an electric charge entered his silver

jumpsuit from the floor. He howled in pain, tripping over himself, landing ass-first on the blank

white surface, both fists grabbing his crotch. With hot tears blurring his eyesight, he crawled

back to his seat alongside June, breathing heavily.June hugged him and whispered tearfully, “H-

Henry . . . are you okay?”He nodded but no words came; the pain in his lower half wasn’t the

only shock he felt. My God, what is happening here? He trembled uncontrollably alongside

June until the Chroma-Key logo morphed back into the same female android face that brought

them here.The android spoke: “This is your afternoon reminder. Chroma-Key saved humanity.

Chroma-Key continues to save humanity. You are playing an important role in evolving the

species. It is imperative you submit to these guidelines . . .In unison, Henry and June blanched

white and repeated, “Evolving the species?”They continued watching the screen—along with

all the other couples he presumed—but he and June were too afraid to face any direction but

forward. They sat for what felt like hours, listening to the directives, obeying, until the simulated

sun set behind the glass city far, far away. Once darkness came they were beckoned into the

bedroom, instructed to lay down and absorb the subliminal whispers caressing their ears from

the persistent, wavering tones entering the room from every wall.Tears filled their eyes as they

fell asleep their first night at Chroma-Key Splicing Technologies, Henry’s mind torturing him

with one of the many mantras he was taught that day in the seemingly unending message: You

are playing an important role in evolving the species . . .***Henry awoke with a start, seconds

before the Family Zone alarm blared and the imitation sun rose over the homes behind them.

Throughout the last nine months his body had grown accustomed to the routine forced upon



them; June, not so much. She suffered terribly from the stark, unchanging living conditions, her

brain fully stretched to capacity with Chroma-Key doctrines. She was one with them now, her

soon-to-be-born child part of the unyielding and unsympathetic program.“We will be fine, June,”

Henry instilled upon her for the millionth time, reminding himself daily that both their parents

had survived the process and brought them into the world with no problems.“How can you be

so sure, Henry? We don’t know what it was like to be part of the world back then . . . or part of

the world before us. When childbirth was natural.”She was right. They didn’t. Very few historical

references about life beyond two-hundred years ago remained on the Key-Web. Government

and corporation had become one and the same. And now here they were, after nine months of

participating in the Chroma-Key family program, enduring nine months of their principles, their

mind-altering curriculum, the automated tests both painful and incapacitating, the tasteless

food paste and tangy water delivered via feeding tubes in the main room, the enforced solitude

broken up solely by the rare permissions to watch and applaud other couples being released

from their glass prisons which glowed pink or blue before they exited to bring their child into the

world.“June . . . everyone living in the world today was born right here. We will soon be going

home with our child. Our son. Just like everyone else.”“Okay Henry . . . I believe you . . . ”Over

the months her voice had changed and become detached. Her eyes now dilated orbs, devoid

of emotion. Henry remembered the dream he’d had when he first arrived here, of blank-faced

babies crawling on him, suffocating him. Tears formed in his eyes. Despite living—imprisoned—

here with June for nine months, he barely recognized her.Or their real reason for being here.A

splash on the white floor: June’s water.Within seconds, the opening they’d walked through nine

months ago reappeared in the main room. The female android’s image appeared on every

family’s glass wall, repeating one of the hundreds of Chroma-Key invocations previously

instilled in them: Chroma-Key is God, Chroma-Key will repopulate the earth with better

humans, Chroma-Key is all-knowing, all-seeing. Please congratulate Henry and June, they are

about to become parents to a boy.Their home glowed cobalt blue (it’s a boy!) and nearby

neighbors began to applaud. As always, the applause increased in volume as it cascaded

across the entire zone until everyone—thousands of people—filled the small city with the

sound of clapping.Henry peeked through the opening in his home, looking both ways but

hesitant to advance any further for fear of becoming electrocuted. June hobbled to the doorway,

holding her belly. Henry supported her as she huddled alongside him, but was too scared to

exit.She doubled over suddenly, wrapping both arms around her stomach. “Henry . . . it hurts!

Something is wrong!”Henry stuck his head out the door. In the distance, the android that had

delivered them here nine months earlier appeared, pacing briskly toward them, an unmoving

and wholly creepy smile on its face. As it arrived it said, “Please follow me.”Henry and June

exited, slowly following the android back to the transportation hub. Everyone in the Chroma-

Key Family Zone continued to clap, peering at the couple about to become parents—the only

time any interaction between Parent Zone inhabitants was permitted—as the android led them

from the area they’d lived in (as prisoners!) for the last nine months. Soon the clapping stopped

and everyone they left behind returned to their regularly scheduled programming, undoubtedly

envious of the couple who was about to re-enter the real world with a baby in their arms.
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Maggots Screaming!, Future Tense: Tales of Apocalyptic Vision

Robert M. Meagher, “Mostly pretty good, a couple of not so good outliers. I enjoyed the stories

that were most imaginative of the dystopian future of technology — which I think was the

theme of the anthology, amirite? A couple of duds (my judgement, yours will no doubt vary).

But generally good stuff.”

Jas, “Great book. I liked this book. Did not regret buying it. Interesting. Loved listening to it

while I drove home.  I had to use that robotic voice on my phone but it was still good”

Brian G Berry, “A Grim Future!. I received this copy as an ARC, and couldn't be more thankful!

Fear the Future! What an excellent collection of stories by a fantastic band of writers! With that

said, within these pages, you will find a future wrought with horrors of some of the worst

imaginable scenarios possible. Overall, I enjoyed every story submitted within the contents.

Some of them really stuck in my head. Daddy's Girl, by Ben Eads, was one in particular, with

the grim ending I was hoping for. Transference, by Jenn Hopkins. The Sluggie Rebellion, by

William Meikle. Noise, by Max Booth III. Neroworm, by Tim Curran. Those being my favorite,

each of the MANY stories within had drawn me in immediately. This is my kind of horror, and I

can't recommend it enough. If you enjoy grim futures, dystopian madness, cyber-horror, you

MUST pick this up! This was my first time reading one of the 'In Darkness Delight' collections,

and I can assure you it will not be my last! Already placing an order to receive a PB right now!

So get on it! Open your mind to these stories--you won't regret it!”

Char, “Darkness Truly Does Delight!. Being that I've been reading this series since the start,

when I was asked if I would be interested in the latest volume, I said "Heck, yeah!" and here we

are. In no way do I regret that decision.Due to real life distractions, I've been reading at a

slower pace lately, so I decided to take notes on this one as I went along because there are a

lot of stories in here. In all honesty, I liked almost all of the tales included within, but below I'm

going to mention, (in no particular order), a few that stood out the most to me:What It Takes by

Phil Sloman. In a volume of futuristic horror tales, various self-improvement implants take

center stage. Who doesn't want to burn off a little belly fat and improve their libido at the same

time? BellyBurn technology! It'll change your life.Noise by Max Booth. Another implant story,

this time it's all about the upgrades. For just a few dollars more....In The Sluggie Rebellion

William Meikle started off by making me chuckle a bit and then the chuckle died in my throat.

So yeah, this story was awesome.Who knew Penn Jillette wrote stories? I had no idea! I've

often thought it would be helpful if I could tell how my pets were feeling. At one time in my life, I

wished doctors could feel what I was feeling. In The Pain Addict, they can. This could be

extremely helpful in regards to diagnostics, right? But what about the down side? Read this



and see.Seeking Harmony With the Infinite by Evans Light. With only minutes to spare before

the asteroids hit, destroying life as we know it, two poor people seek shelter while the rich are

safe in their bunkers.Lastly, I am not familiar with some of these authors but Marshall Moore

with his terrific and horrific tale Husk, Ben Lawrence with his narrative Should've Read the Fine

Print, Blanche, (another story of implants/surgery gone wrong), and Dominic Cancilla's entry

Locusts were all noteworthy and I'll be looking for other works from these authors.As always, I

am honored to have been asked for my thoughts and here they are. These dark tales of the

future include both natural disasters and man made. AI revolts and and malfunctions.

Equipment so well made it outlasts humanity itself. If these are subjects that pique your

curiosity as they do mine, this volume is for you! (Plus look at that KILLER cover!)Highly

recommended!*Thanks to Corpus Press, the editors and the publicist for the paperback in

exchange for my honest feedback. This is it!*”

The book by Lisa Morton has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 60 people have provided feedback.
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